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Welcome to the Virtual IMS CONNECTION newsletter. Virtual IMS CONNECTION at
www.virtualims.com is an independently-operated vendor-neutral site run by and for the IMS
user community.

Virtual IMS CONNECTION IMS presentation
The latest webinar from Virtual IMS CONNECTION was entitled, “Reducing mainframe costs
– in a BIG way”, and was presented by Tony Lubrano, a product author at NEON Enterprise
Software. Tony has been in data processing since 1975 and has been a software developer
since 1993. As a software developer for Candle Corporation, Tony led the team that
developed the Candle Command Center for IMS and DB2 products, as well as developing
components of Omegamon II for IMS. Tony has been a product author with NEON Enterprise
Software for the past 14 years developing many IMS products. NEON’s IMS Prefix Update
Utility, Database Director, Application Director, and HALO are some of the commercial
products Tony has developed. Most recently, Tony is one of the product authors of the NEON
zPrime product.
Tony started his presentation by explaining what NEON zPrime actually is. He said that:
•

NEON zPrime “facilitates” the movement of processing from a general purpose
processor (CP) to a specialty processor (zIIP or zAAP)… It does not guarantee its
movement

•

NEON zPrime is a proprietary software solution governed by trade secrets. Details will
not be publicly disclosed

•

There is no publicly documented interface that
facilitates this capability.

•

There is no privately documented interface, that has
been disclosed to NEON, that facilitates this
capability.

Tony suggested the steps, over time, that have been
taken to reduce the total cost of ownership of
mainframes. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
Tony then clarified exactly what zPrime does not do. He
said zPrime does not:
•

Hook/alter z/OS dispatcher

•

Hook/alter Workload Manager (WLM)
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Figure 1: Stages in lowering mainframe TCO

Figure 2: How zPrime works
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•

Hook/alter System Management Facility (SMF)

•

Hook/Alter Resource Measurement Facility (RMF)

•

Enable/Disable any type of processors on any LPAR.

Tony showed the user group exactly how NEON zPrime works, and this is illustrated in
Figure 2.
The workloads that are supported by zPrime are: IMS MPPs (transactions), IMS BMPs
(transactions, online batch), IMS IFPs (transactions, online batch), IMS DLI or DBB (batch
database), CICS transactions, TSO/ISPF, DB2 application programs, DB2 stored
procedures, batch application programs, and all NEON’s IMS utilities.
Tony discussed how the various workloads could be enabled to use zPrime and then focused
on zPrime for IMS enablement. These include:
•

•

IMS pre-initialization exit
–

JCL change

–

IMS Proclib change.

Batch Wrapper
–

•

Language Environment (LE) Exit
–

•

JCL Change

SMP/E Usermod

NEON IMS utilities.

The zPrime IMS pre-initialization exit:
•

Enables IMS MPP, BMP and IFP processing

•

Copy ?neonhlq.LOAD(NSLZPIMS) to the IMS Reslib

•

Create/modify the pre-initialization proclib member (DFSINTxx)

•

Modify the MPP, BMP, and/or IFP job JCL to point to the pre-initialization proclib
member.

Picking up the point about creating or modifying the DFSINTxx member, Tony said:
•

It must be in the //PROCLIB DD in the BMP, MPP, or IFP JCL

•

Member name is DFSINTxx
–

•

where xx is the pre-initialization suffix

Add NSLZPIMS to the list of modules in the DFSINTxx member.
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When modifying the BMP, MPP, and IFP JCL, Tony told us that the Execution Parameter must
specify the preinitialization member name suffix, and the Jobstep must contain a //PROCLIB
DD containing the data set with the DFSINTxx member.
Figure 3 shows a zPrime IMS pre-initialization exit example.

Figure 3: Stages in lowering mainframe TCO
Tony explained how the zPrime Batch Wrapper worked, and went on to look at the Language
Environment exit enablement. He suggested:
•

Affects all LE-enabled programs
–

•

•

4

Not limited to IMS applications

SMP/E usermod for global/production use
–

Updates LE runtime library – usually in Linklist

–

No JCL changes required

Linkedit job for local/testing use
–

Link to non-global library

–

Add to STEPLIB/JOBLIB.
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Tony talked about using NEON’s IMS utilities and then described in depth customizing the
NEON server (NESS). He then continued by talking about enabling zPrime workloads,
suggesting:
•

It uses documented exits for all system enablement
–

Implementation of exits are well understood by appropriate systems personnel

–

Implementation of exits are documented in appropriate product documentation

•

zPrime exits and batch wrapper do not force enablement… only make call to the NESS

•

Everything to be enabled must be specified via the zPrime Enablement Console

•

ex ‘?neonhlq.EXEC(zprime)’.

Tony Lubrano continued by showing how the Enablement Console worked - see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Enablement console
So, how good is zPrime? Tony said that he used the worst values reported by customers and
found savings of 44% for CICS, 75% for TSO/ISPF, 84% for Batch Wrapper, 89% for DB2,
91% for IMS MPP, and 93% for IMS BMP!
Tony also identified some known problems. With z/OS V1.9 and below:
•

TPUT SRB specifies CPU affinity resulting in intermittent S072-8 abends. Affinity points
to a zIIP or zAAP however, the generated SRB is not eligible for zIIP or zAAP
processing.
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•

Does not produce a dump – only logrec data

•

No adverse affect to processing.

In terms of the Batch Wrapper:
•

SMF 30 record shows the program name as NSLZPAPP when NESS is not running

•

Not an issue when using the LE, TSO/ISPF, IMS, CICS or DB2 exits.

A copy of Tony’s presentation is available for download from the Virtual IMS CONNECTION
Web site at www.virtualims.com/presentations/zprime.pdf.

Virtual IMS CONNECTION meeting dates
The following meeting dates have been arranged for the Virtual IMS CONNECTION user
group:
•

February 9, 2010 – Aurora Dell'Anno, CA.
“The logical answer: IMS logical relationships”

•

April 6, 2010 – Gregg Willhoit, Chief Architect, Progress DataDirect.
“Bringing zIIP offload to the IMS platform”

All meetings start at 10:30 Central Time (4:30 GMT in the winter and 3:30 GMT during daylight
saving time). All members will be e-mailed the WebEx URL, access code, and password for
each meeting. Members need to log in about five minutes before the meetings starts in order
for the WebEx connection to complete, and to phone into the freephone number provided so
they can join in with the audio component of the meeting.

Recent IMS articles
Extending the Power of IMS by Quddus Chong, Christi Guzik, and Yee-Rong Lai in the
November e-Newsletter of IBM Systems Magazine. You can find the article at
www.ibmsystemsmag.com/mainframe/enewsletterexclusive/27676p1.aspx.

About Virtual IMS CONNECTION
Virtual IMS CONNECTION is a user group established as a way for individuals using IBM’s IMS hierarchical database
and transaction processing systems to exchange information, learn new techniques, and advance their skills with the
product.
The Web site at www.virtualims.com provides a central point for coordinating periodic meetings (which are technicallyoriented topics presented in a webinar format), and will provide articles, discussions, links, and other resources of
interest to IBM IMS practitioners. Anyone with an interest in IMS is welcome to join Virtual IMS CONNECTION and share
in the knowledge exchange.
To share ideas, and for further information, contact trevor@itech-ed.com.
The Virtual IMS CONNECTION user group is free to its members. Various sponsorship opportunities are available to
vendors of IMS-related products. Full details of these opportunities and can be found here.
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